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DEMANDBRIDGE ANNOUNCES ACQUISITION OF KRAMER-SMILKO, INC.
TAKING ANOTHER STEP IN STRATEGIC CONSOLIDATION TO BECOME A LEADER
IN THE MARKETING AUTOMATION SOFTWARE INDUSTRY
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NORCROSS, GA, JANUARY 29, 2018– DemandBridge, an integrated business platform delivering
seamless marketing solutions in the cloud, today announced the acquisition of Kramer-Smilko,
Inc. The acquisition furthers DemandBridge’s commitment to empower Distributors/Agencies
with total quality control over their business, and the ability to maximize efficiency utilizing
market-leading software and products. It also demonstrates the value of strategic partnerships
and the commitment to providing the tools and expertise to enable their customers to grow. The
new company will retain the DemandBridge name.
DemandBridge and Kramer-Smilko, Inc. have been providing premier Distributor Management
software for more than 30 years. With the recent union of e-Quantum, Inc., together, the three
companies bring more than 90 years of experience and growth within and beyond the
Independent Print Services Industry. The Independent Print Services Industry is undergoing a
period of intense change that is rejuvenating the competitive landscape in an attempt to
embrace and empower technology innovations. The new, independent company will be led by
current DemandBridge CEO David Rich, who himself brings more than 35 years of Enterprise IT
experience. John Smilko will remain with DemandBridge in his current capacity. DemandBridge
will combine the vision, talent, technology prowess and investments of all strategic acquisitions
in order to remain vital and competitive in the marketing automation software industry.
Together, the new company will evolve and transition its products to leverage DemandBridge’s
presence on the Microsoft Azure Cloud and to integrate technologies in the pipeline—from
Microsoft PowerBI and Cloud Foundry, to other digital marketing technologies planned for 2018
and beyond. The combination and strategic focus will offer the scale, strength and flexibility to
help customers and partners succeed with minimal disruption and the same/improved level of
customer service.
ABOUT DEMANDBRIDGE
For years, the industry has known DemandBridge for its complete set of end-to-end tools—that
is, technology that connects a company’s accounting, operations and inventory systems, as well
as an e-Commerce portal and sourcing tool for on-demand marketing, promotion and print
services. That technology is used by some of the industry’s largest Distributors/Agencies, over
3,000 loyal brands and 1.2 million registered users. The collective spend under management
makes it one of the biggest Marketing Execution Platforms available in the market.
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"We continue to uncover opportunities to help our clients succeed in new ways," said CEO David
Rich. "End user demands are changing, the brands themselves are changing, and the goals of our
forward-thinking Distributor/Agency/Corporate customers are evolving accordingly," Rich
continued. "Simply put, Marketing Service Providers who want to grow their businesses beyond
traditional services (i.e. Print/Promotional goods)...will need more enabling technology than the
previous generations. By consolidating the talents of DemandBridge, e-Quantum and KramerSmilko...and together with customers who have expressed willingness to co-develop with us...we
will take a major step forward to providing the resources and technology platforms this industry
needs to confidently approach business in the 2020's."
ABOUT KRAMER-SMILKO, INC.
Kramer-Smilko, Inc. has served the print sourcing and distribution market for 38 years. The
software platform they have built, sold and supported now processes half a billion dollars in
annual sales for its customer base. Kramer-Smilko has a strong presence in health care, banking,
finance, and insurance, providing very sophisticated e-Commerce based supply chain
management services. In addition to classic print management and distribution, they have
integrated office supplies, print on-demand, digital content management, one-to-one marketing,
promotional products, 3rd party fulfillment, and MRO inventory capabilities into its offerings.
“This combination expands DemandBridge’s industry footprint, furthering DemandBridge’s
growth and technology consolidation strategy,” said Kramer-Smilko Owner John Smilko. “In order
to leverage our capabilities and do what the industry requires with respect to platform
development, we must have the strength of numbers that this partnership brings,” he continued.
“Together, we will have the broadest, most integrated suite of products and services for
Distributors, Agencies, and Corporations and the resources to grow along with our customers.
Everybody wins!”
Company locations and corporate headquarters will remain the same.
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